For many locally m-convex algebras, especially algebras of functions, one can determine ^gj. However, descriptions of ^ and its relationship to ^^ seem to be limited to special cases; for example, Hewitt's description of ^Y/{C(X)) [5] and Kakutani's description of y£ for the algebra of analytic functions in the unit disc [6] . We show that a commutative complete locally m-convex algebra A generates a lattice Ji? on ^J, and that if we impose a rather natural restriction on A, then ^// is the space of ultraίilters of £>f. We give necessary and sufficient conditions on A in order that (1) ^ is the Wallman compactification of (^C, hull-kernel), (2) ^// is the Wallman compactification of (^C, Gelfand). In the second case, we show that ^f -/3^€ί and obtain a correspondence between ^^ and the A-realcompactification of ^//Ŵ e then specialize to .F-algebras and show (1) F-algebras always satisfy the condition imposed in the general situation, (2) ^/ί is the Wallman compactification of (^Ό, hull-kernel) , and (3) ^/S -/3^Ό, whenever the algebra is regular. 1* The general case* A locally m-convex algebra (hereafter LMC algebra) is a locally convex Hausdorff topological algebra A whose topology is given by a family of pseudonorms (submultiplicative, convex, symmetric functionals). For the basic properties of these algebras the reader is referred to [1] or [9] . In this paper we shall restrict our attention to complete algebras with identity element 1. If λ is a complex number we shall write "λ" for "λ Γ\
The structure space of A is the set ^/ί of all maximal ideals of 444
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A, endowed with the hull-kernel (hk -) topology. This space is always compact and satisfies the T 1 separation axiom. 
The hull-kernel topology is defined in terms of the closure operator: The spectrum can also be endowed with a second natural topology. If Me ^^o, then Mis the kernel of a unique continuous homomorphism of A onto C [9, p. 11] . We identify M and the corresponding homomorphism, denoting the value of the homomorphism at an element x of A by M(x), and endow ^/f 0 with the relative weak -(w* -) topology from A*, the conjugate space of A. This topology is the weakest such that all of the functions x: ^/^ -> C defined by x(M) = M(x) for each xe A are continuous. We state without proof the basic properties of the mapping x-+x oί A into C(^^>) (cf [9, Props. 7.3, 8.1, and 9.2] and [4, Ex. 7M] 
, a? w ). We consider throughout the remainder of this section only algebras which satisfy condition (hH) ((ii) of Theorem 1.4). We note the following formulation of (hH). If {a 19 , α n } £ A we consider the equation Σ?=i a i χ i = 1 an^ ask for condition on A which insure solvability in A. (hH) is the assumption that the vacuousness of h(a u * ,α w ) is sufficient. Arens [2] gave sufficient conditions in terms of the solvability of certain related equations in Banach algebras. We shall show below that in F-algebras the vacuousness of h (a l9 , a n ) is sufficient for the solvability of the equation in A. We now give our description of ^f, assuming A satisfies (hH). The result is stated in terms of a lattice compactification of ^y/^. The basic facts about these compactifications may be found in [12] and [13] , and in the form used here in [3] . s the set of all ultrafilters in £f. For each Ee £f we define C(E) = {^ € w^: Ee<%s} and define a topology on wi? 7 by taking the family {C(E):Ee^f} as a base for the closed sets (E->C(E) is a lattice homomorphism of £f into the power set of w^f).
The space wSf is always compact and satisfies the 2\ separation axiom. The assumption that Sf is an <x-lattice is equivalent to assuming that for each Jlfe j^ the family <%s u = {Ee£f:MeE} is an ultrafilter in Jίf. If J5P is an α-lattice then the function φ: ^fo -• w.Sf 7 defined by <p(M) -^M maps ^C o onto a dense subspace of w£f. If -S^ is an α-lattice, then (β) is equivalent to the statement that φ is one-to-one. Normality of £f is equivalent to the statement that w^f is Hausdorff. If we fix a topology ^~ on ^/t hen 9? is continuous (assuming (a)) if, and only if, each element of JZf is ^^closed, and φ is a homeomorphism if, and only if, such element of Sf is ^"-closed, £fis a /3-lattice, and JZf forms a base for the .^closed subsets of ^C». (For proofs, see Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 of [3] ). Finally, if Ee^f, then (<pE)~ (the closure in w£? will be denoted by "~") = C(E), and for any subset F of ^T o , (φF)~ = Π {C(il): fgi} (Theorem 2.6 of [3] , y m ) S ^ -fli^, , α Λ ). But then Ml/i> ' y Vm) e ^(Λί) and is disjoint from h(x 19 •••,»»). If ^ is an ultrafilter in £f, we let ^* = {Cl^ j&: ^e ^}. Then, * is a descending family of compact subsets of ^t and has a nonempty intersection. It is easily verified that there is a unique element M of in Γ)^* and that σ(M) = ^. It follows that the mapping σ is one-to-one, onto, and that for each Me ^0 σ
(M) = %f M = φ(M). The equality σ[H(x l9
,
, a? w )] for each finite family {x u « ,ίc w } in A yields the fact that a is a homeomorphism.
We state without proof the following theorem on lattice compactifications (cf. [3, Th. 3.1] (
ii) If F l9 F 2 G £f>, then φ(F, Π F t )~ = (φFJ-Π (φF t )~. (iii) wJzf' -w£? (i.e., there exists a homeomorphism τ of onto w^f such that τφ(M) -ψ(M) for each
We apply this theorem to our situation. We identity ^£ and here and let ^(hk) and ^(w*) denote the lattices of all hkclosed subsets of ^f Q and all w*-closed subsets of ^//^, respectively. [7, Exercises 5P and 5R] or [3, Th. 3.2] ). EXAMPLE 1.1. We give an example to show first that in general a commutative LMC algebra can be completely regular, but not normal (the concepts are equivalent for F-algebras, see § 2), and secondly that Λϋ' may be β^/^ while A is not normal. We let Ω be the first uncountable ordinal and w the first ordinal with countably many prodecessors, Ω f is the set of all ordinals up to and including Ω, w f the set of all ordinals up to and including w,T' = Ω'xw' with the product topology (each of Ω'', w f being endowed with the order topology), and T = T' -{(£?, w)}. T is a locally compact Hausdorff space which is not normal and βT = T (cf. [4, pp. 123-124] ). We let A = C(T) with the compact-open topology. Then (^f 0 , w*) = T, w* = hk on T and ΛS = βT = T. But A is not normal.
We next consider for a normal algebra A satisfying the condition (hH) the problem of identifying the subspace of ^f which consists of the maximal ideals of A which are kernels of (possibly discontinuous) homomorphisms of A onto C. We denote this subspace by ^x.
Since A is normal, ^€ = β^* and for each x e A the function x on ^zf Q is a continuous mapping of ^f 0 into the one-point compactification C* = C U {°°} of C. Thus x has an extension #*, a C*-valued continuous function on wj^f
Discussions of this extension and of the realcompactification of a space are found in Chapters 7 and 8 of [4] . The realcompactification of ^f 09 υ^f 0 , is the subspace of β^'/ίΌ consisting of all 5^ e β^f 0 such that for each z e C(^/f 0 ) 5^€2*-" We wish to acknowledge here our indebtedness to Donald L. Plank of the Case Western Reserve University who communciated to the author theorems analogous to 1.8 and 1.9 for a real algebra A of functions on a completely regular space X satisfying: BC(X) S A £Ξ C(X), where BC(X) is the algebra of all bounded real-valued functions on X to R.
2.
A special case* We consider in this section the special case: A is a commutative i^-algebra with identity 1 -a complete LMG algebra whose topology is given by a countably family of pseudonorms. In this case we can assume that the family {p n }ζ =0 satisfies: p n (x) P n+ίix) for each n ^ 0 and each xeA. The fact the i^-algebras are inverse limits of Banach algebras is important for our purposes. We let N k = {x G A: p k (x) = 0}, Π k the natural map of A onto A/N k and A k the completion of A/N k with respect to the norm defined by
Each A n is a commutative Banach algebra with identity. For each n ^ 0 there is a norm-decreasing homomorphism /7; +1 of A n+1 onto a dense subalgebra of A n which is defined on A/N n+1 by Πl +1 (Π n+1 x) = /7 n ίc and extended to A n+1 . For n ^ m, /ZJ: A m -> A w is defined by the obvious composition. The resulting family of algebras and homomorphisms is an inverse limit system and A is isomorphic and pseudo-isometric to the inverse limit of this system. An important consequence of this is the following fact. If {ς n }ζ= Q is a sequence where ξ n e A n and Π™ζ m = ξ n whenever n ^ m, then there exists xeA such that Π n x -ζ n for each n ^ 0. For details of this construction and the basic facts about such systems, the reader is referred to [9] Proof. We shall construct two sequences in Π n A n , show that they yield elements of I x and J 2 whose sum is 1. We let F 1 = h(I λ ) and F 2 = fc(/ 2 ). Since the tail of a sequence is the important thing in determining whether it corresponds to an element of A we assume that F 1 Π w^° Φ Φ and F 2 Π ~/^° ^ ^. If not we begin the construction with the first integer k so that both We note that Rosenfeld [11] has indicated a proof of part of Corollary 2.4.2 (A regular implies A normal) using Silov's theorem. This theorem also yields a proof of Corollary 2.4.1, since F x U F 2 is M-closed in ^/^ and is ^P Q (B), where B = A/(kF 1 Π kF 2 ). However, since the application of this theorem yields an element a of A such that a ~ 0 on F ι and a = 1 on F 2 , we can conclude only that kF x + kF 2 = A. Thus, it does not appear that the proof of Theorem 2.4 can be simplified by the use of this tool. is easily seen to be h(I) and it is also immediate that 77* is a w*-homeomorphism. For convenience we let F = h(I) for the remainder of the proof.
We 
show that for each E Q F, Π*-\hk(E)] = h'k'[Π*-\E)], where

